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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,370,226. 

BAG CONSTRUCTION 
William S. Brede, Manley M. Curtis, and yohi L. 

Reibold, Minneapolis, Minn., assignors to Breie 
Inc., Minneapolis, 
Winnesota, 

Minn., a corporation of 

Application July 9, 1943, Serial No. 494,030 
(C. 229-87) 4. Claims. 

his invention relates to wrappers formed of 
sheet material and more particularly to wrappers 
which can be constructed with a heat sealing ma 
teriai SO that various sections of the wrapper can 
ee Sealed together and also in order that a, base 
piece or closure can be conveniently sealed to the 
iaix body of the wrapper. 

in Yaking Wrappers for devices such as heavy 
nachiae 22rts and similar units where such parts 
231st be gi"G23ted from dust and moisture it is 

eSSary that a tightly sealed wrapping device 
3rovided. the case of Small easily handled 
cies it is 3, relatively simple natter to wrap 

205,572?iginai; 2nd apply sealing neans to 
9785/8", is: the case of relatively heavy 

y and the like where lifting and turn 
e article 30 e Viapped is impracticai it 

to provide a relatively simply 
ity applied Wrapper. Further, 

i has been ificit to properly seal tyrap 
rge 32.93 devices Or articles. 
object of our invention to provide a 
Sheet, Calateriai which is so constructed 

ii, a machine or other device oe 

its 3i. 

sigeti, &nd Jizerein it can be easily applied 
ae article aid effectively sealed to prevent 

ikage of 33aoisture and dust to the interior. 
'e Secifically it is an object of the inven 

ion, 50 (provide a Wrapper having sides, tops and 
ends vine:reis, he sides and ends are flared out 
wardiy to provide a lange which is adapted to be 
Sealed to a, base Sees, the base sheet having pre 
yiously been placed beneath the article to be 
Wrapped and extending out Wardly along the edges 
thereof so that he fange formed along the bot 
tom of the main body portion will coincide sub 
stantially with the edges of the base sheet. 

It is a further object to provide a wrapper of 
the type described wherein the outwardy flared 
portion or fange is continuous and unbroken en 
tirely around the main body of the wrapper. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
vide a wrapper having Specially formed end walls 
which permit the outward bending of the lower 
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portions of the sides and ends to provide a flange 
which is continuous around the main body of the wrapper. 

Still a further object of the invention is to pro 
vide a method for forming a Wrapper Such as de 
scribed above. 
These and other objects and advantages of the 

invention will more fully appear from the follow 
ing description made in connection with the ac 
companying drawings, wherein like reference 

SO 

characters refer to the same parts throughout 
the views, and, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a completely as 
sembly wrapper formed in accordance with the 
invention, 

Fig. 2 is a pian view of the main body of the 
wrapper folded flat along the longitudinal Center 
thereof; 

Fig. 3 is a plan view of the blanks from which 
the main body of the Wrapper is formed: 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary plan view of a portion 
of the main body panel with one end wail secured 
thereto; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged section taken on the ire 
5-5 of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is an elevation of the structure shown 
in Fig. 4; 

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the botton or ease sheet 
of the wrapper; 

iig. 8 is an enlarged fragmentary gerspective 
of the lower corner construction; and 

Fig. 9 is an end elevation of a modified form 
of construction. 
The wrapper includes agilain body portior) gen 

erally indicated at 3. The body is forted grix 
cipally from a rectangular sheet illustrated in 
Figs, 2 and 3. This sheet includes the Wrapper 
body side portions 2 and top 3. The body also 
includes end members i. 
The top and side sheet is shown in Fig. 3 

to be rectangular. The end members 4 are 
formed with straight sides 5 and opposite side 
portions which diverge from the longitudinal 
center of the end sheets 4 outwardly toward the 
ends of said sheets. The various parts of the 
wrapping device are connected together by heat 
Sealing. This is accomplished by the use of One 
of several types of sheet material well known in 
the packaging art. One such material is known 
as "Reynold's metal foil packaging material,'pro 
duced by Reynolds Metal Company, Harrison, 
New Jersey. It is a laminated kraft having a foil 
surface treated with a cellulose derivative. When 
two foil Surfaces are brought together under heat 
and pressure they seal themselves. 
As stated above the wrapper end sections 4 

are provided with diverging edge portions f6 in 
the form of a shallow V-shaped Cut-Out. It is 
necessary to straighten the V-shaped edge 6 in 
order that it can be bonded with the straight edge 

a of the main body panel ff. To straighten the 
edge 6 a gather 7 is formed across the center of 
the end section 4 producing a fold best illus 
trated in Fig. 5. When the gather is made the 
V-cut edge 6 assumes a straight line position, as 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  



2 
shown in Fig. 4, and the normally straight edge 
5 assumes a shallow V-shape, the ends 8 of the 

end strip 5 being slanted inwardly as shown in 
Fig. 4. The end strip 4 is laid over the main 
body panell, as in Fig. 4, and the overlying edges 
of the end strip 4 and body panel are con 
nected by running them between heat Sealing 
rollers to provide a clamped and sealed edge seam 
9. This, of course, is done along the longitudinal 
side edges of the main body panel . 
The partially assembled body unit comprising 

the main body panel f f and two end sections f4 is 
then folded along a line which would extend be 
tween the two gathers 7 in the end sections 4, 
as viewed in Fig. 3, and this folding operation 
brings the two halves of each end section side edge 
f5 together and they are united to form a central 
end seam 20, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus a roughly 
cup-like or envelope-like unit is produced. 

Referring to Fig. 1 the body side panels 2 are 
spread apart and the top 3 is generally flattened. 
This draws the vertical center end seam 20 in 
wardly. A peak 2 is produced in the top of each 
end section 4 and this peak is folded down flat 
against the remainder of the end Section, as in 
dicated in Fig. 1. 
The wrapper is provided with a base or bottom 

panel 22 shown in Fig. 7. The base panel 22 is 
placed over a wooden or other suitable base 23 
upon which the article to be wrapped is posi 
tioned. The main body 10 of the wrapper includ 
ing the top, side and end walls is slipped over 
the article and the lower edges of the side and end 
Walls are then bent outwardly to provide a flange 
24 which is continuous around the bottom of the 
body and whose outer edge is substantially in reg 
istration with the edges of the base panel 22. It 
is the cutting and assembly of the end panels f4 
with the side panels 2 and top 3 which permit 
the formation of the outwardly extending flange 
24 at the bottom of the wrapper. This feature is 
important since an ordinary envelope construction 
will not permit the outward bending or flaring of 
a flange at the bottom to coincide with the outer 
edges of the base sheet or panel 22. Fig. 8 indi 
Cates a typical lower corner construction. The 
sealed Seam 9 connects the adjacent edges of the 
side walls 2 and end sections f4. The lower por 
tion of each Sealed seam f$ is folded upon itself 
and substantially flat against the flange 23 as in 
dicated at 25. A heated seam sealing machine 
can then be moved along the edges of the flange 
24 and the bottom panel 22 forming a sealed, 
clamped union or seam 26 between the flange 24 
and said base panel 22. 

In Fig. 9 there" is shown an end elevation of a 
wrapper utilizing a modified form of end con 
struction. In this case the end panel 27 is formed 
with lower outwardly flared corner portions 28, 
the upper and side edges of the end panel being 
suitably secured to the ends of a main body panel 
which is of rectangular shape similar to the above 
described main body panel 0. The side edge 
portions of the main panel are curved outwardly 
to follow the contour of the fiared portion 28 on 
the end panel 27. A flange is formed by pressing 
the lower edge of the body panel fiat and bend 
ing the lower portion of the end panel 4 inwardly 
and downwardly approximately from the bottom 
of said body panel to the dotted line 29. This 
provides a continuous flange entirely around the 
wrapper body to produce the same result as that 
in the first mentioned embodiment. Naturally, 
a base panel is utilized with this construction, 
said base panel being conveniently secured to the 
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2,870,226 
flange at the bottom of the body portion of the 
wrapper by suitable means such as heat sealing. 
While other types of wraps have been made 

with a folded heat Sealing sheet material the 
present construction and method of producing the 
same is one which provides a continuously out 
wardly extending flange or flare at the bottom of 
the body of the wrapper so that a continuous seal 
can be made around the bottom where it joins 
the base panel, and the wrapper is produced from 
only four rather regularly cut pieces. The ar 
rangement of the end Walls and their aSSembly 
with the main body panel i? presents straight line 
seams to be heat Sealed so that they can be run 
through a conventional linear heat Sealing ma 
chine. While the wrapper shown in Fig. 1 results 
in the production of a peak Such as the peak 2 
in the end walls it is comparatively Small as com 
pared to the extra folds or peaks which are pro 
duced in other types of wrappers. It should be 
noted that the Wrapper and construction shown 
in Fig. 9 produces a continuous flange to be at 
tached to the base sheet to form a continuous 
Seal as in the case of the construction in Fig. 1, 
and it should further be noted that the structure 
in Fig. 9 is one which eliminates the formation 
of a peak such as mentioned above. Furthermore, 
with an ordinary envelope shape of wrapper it is 
impossible to produce a continuous outwardly ex 
tending flange. An envelope type of construction 
must be split at the corner's of the flange and an 
additional Sealing flap or Strip must be provided. 

It will, of course, be understood that various 
changes may be made in the form, details, ar 
rangement and proportions of the various parts 
without departing from the scope of our invention. 
What We claim is: 
1. A method of forming wrapping devices from 

Sheet material which includes, forming side and 
top sections, preparing end sheets, each of which 
is formed with a substantially straight side edge 
and an opposite side edge diverging outwardly 
toward the ends of said end sheet, gathering said 
sheet adjacent its straight Side edge to straighten 
out said divergently formed side edge, connecting 
Said Straightened divergently formed edge of said 
end piece to the edges of said side and top por 
tions, folding said side and top portions and said 
end sheet to bring the two halves of the straight 
Side of Said end sheet together and connecting 
Said halves of Said Side. 

2. The method in claim 1 and bending the lower 
edges of said sides and ends outwardly to provide 
a flange, and securing said outwardly bent flange 
to a base member. 

3. A wrapping device comprising, a main body 
portion including Side walls and end walls, said 
end Walls having generally vertical side edges 
throughout most of their lengths and spreading 
Outwardly and downwardly adjacent their lower 
ends to provide an outward flare to provide an 
end wall base portion of greater width than the 
remainder of said end wall, the side edges of said 
end wall being Secured to adjacent edges of said 
side Walls, the lower edges of said side walls being 
bent OutWardly to provide a flange approximately 
as wide as the extent of said widened lower por 
tion of Said end Wall, said end wall at its widened 
lower portion being bent outwardly to provide a 
flange portion which constitutes a continuation of 
Said side wall flanges, and a base sheet secured 
to Said Side and end Wall flange portions to pro 
vide a continuous bottom closure for said body 
portion. 

4. A wrapping device comprising, a main body 
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portion having generally vertical sets of side and said walls, and a base sheet of a size substantially 
end walls made of a flexible non-elastic sheetma- co-extensive with the Outer dimensions of said 
terial, Said walls being secured to each other along flange, said base sheet and fange being connected 
adjacent edges, one set of said walls being widened by a continuous Seal. 
at the vertical lower portion thereof to permit 5 m WAM S BREDE 
outward horizontal bending of the free lower MANLEY MI, CURIS. 
edges of all of said walls and producing a con- JOHN L. REBOO. 
tinuous horizontal flange about the bottoms of 


